THE CLOSE OF THE MIDDLE AGES
while the corporation owning the ships on the Seine, known as the
marckands de 1'eau, had control of the town's business, for Paris
had no official municipal council. Their headquarters became the
town hall; their head, &&pr$v6t des marchands (provost of the mer-
chants), played the part of mayor; and the ship which still
appears to-day on the coat of arms of the city of Paris is the device
of their corporation.
jghange  in  economic  conditions
The great industrial and commercial enterprises and the new
machinery of credit upon which the capitalist system was based
grew up inside France. The wholesale manufacture of cloth in
Flanders and Florence gave occupation to artisans belonging to
many guilds - carders, weavers, fullers, and dyers - working for
distant markets. Maritime trade on a large scale was carried on
through the ports of Italy and the German towns of the Hanseatic
League. The Italian banks granted loans and discounted bills,
while contracts were made on the Italian commercial exchanges
for the future delivery of goods. The keeping of accounts, first
by single and afterwards by double entry, originated in Italy, and
the use of Arabic figures, which became general during the fifteenth
century, started in the same country. These foreign examples
were imitated in France, but only slowly and on a small scale.
We read of a manufacturer of Amiens who in 1371 was employing
a hundred and twenty weavers, all in the same workshop. The
most famous French capitalist was Jacques Gceur, a merchant of
BourgeSj who grew rich in the Levant trade and became King
Charles VII's argentier (financier) in the middle of the fifteenth
century; but he was an exception.
5GHANGE IN THE CHARACTER OF THE NOBLES
In theory the nobles continued to be fighting-men and formed
the highest class of the nation. But since the king had forbidden
them to make war among themselves, most of them had ceased
even to possess a martial equipment, retaining only the sword,
which had become the symbol of nobility. In addition to the
title ofecuyer (esquire) and the armorial bearings which recalled
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